D i me n s i o n s : S ta te s O f B e i n g

There are Twelve Dimensions in our Universe plus
THE ONE that connects to all other Universes
known as the Cosmic Wound. Dimensions are just
different States of Being interconnected thru the
Holographic Light Grid, pulsating, waving wondrous
movements of sound, color and form breathing in and
out in the constant State of Creation.

The First Dimension
The first dimension is the consciousness of Gaia’s physical
prime atom. This dimension is the realm of the mineral
kingdom. Humans’ first dimensional consciousness is
“unconscious” to our five physical senses. The firstdimension part of our bodies it is the minerals, water, and
genetic codes that are the foundation of our physical forms.
When we connect with this level we connect with the entire
physical world on a molecule level. This is the place of
quantum physics a place of electrons, protons, nuclei, and
quarks. It is the gateway between the macrocosm and the microcosm. You can
find spider consciousness on this level. As they are the guardians of the matrix
of Gaia’s consciousness.
The Second Dimension
Second dimensional consciousness is awareness on a
biological level. Here you can connect with the plant and
animal kingdoms. It is the consciousness that directs the
autonomic nervous system to regulate and maintain life
support functions. Our five physical senses are unconscious
of this. This is the place of the chemical beings that make
up the body. You on this level can become aware of how
your body is one big communication-network between all the
elements within your cells. There is many different beings
that exist on this level. Fairies, devas, nature spirits, chemical beings, elementals
and also the demonic energies.
The Third Dimension
This
is
the
dimension of
self-awareness
and
selfconsciousness. The two fundamental necessities are rational
thinking and intuitive thinking. Through applying both those
qualities, we’re supposed to figure out that we’re part of each
other, which leads to the experience of Love. Third
dimensional consciousness is awareness of point, line, length,
breadth, height, and volume. The Soul incarnates into the
third dimension to experience the duality of the physical
world. This is the dimension of time/space and cause/effect.
It’s the world of the 5 senses. If you can’t observe something with one of the five
senses, then it doesn’t exist. The third dimension is the conscious world. It is
survival based and has been victim oriented. You are very separate from God. I am
here and God is in heaven. Fear, judgment and separation based.
The Fourth Dimension

The Fourth Dimension is a gray, polarized plane, housing the
forces
of
Light
and
Darkness. Fourth
dimensional
consciousness is the awareness of the astral dimension in the
astral body. The astral body is of a higher vibration than the
physical body, it one higher octave in frequency. Perception
of past, present, and future becomes more fluid here on the
fourth. When we are asleep, we are unconscious in the third
dimension, but we are conscious in the fourth dimension.
Using our fourth dimensional astral bod ies we have access to
our imagination, psychic abilities, intuition, magic, and creativity. The fourth
dimension still has the polarization of light and dark, so it is possible to experience
negative energies on this level. This is also the place of ghosts , many lower
frequency Extra-Terrestrial beings, angels and demons. The Kingdom of Faerie
exists upon the middle level of the fourth dimension. Upon the fourth dimension,
thought and feelings create reality almost instantly; fear can create a negative
experience on the fourth dimension. Your fourth dimensional body has the ability
to feel other energies. We travel through the fourth dimension by the fuel of our
desires, thoughts, and emotions. If our emotions are fearful we will have a bad
time in the fourth dimension.
The Fifth Dimension
Fifth dimensional consciousness is the awareness of Soul
and spirit. This is the dimension of Unity Consciousness,
still with an experience of “I” consciousness. There is no
time or space on this level there is no illusion of separation.
On this level you can meet angels, and stellar beings who
are in a Light body. A light body is silicone based rather
than carbon based like that of the physical body. There is
no fear on this level we are held in truth and love of the
Universal Creator. It is a dimension of Unconditional Love.
Many when they connect on this level experience their selves as their higher selves
or spiritual guides. There is no judgment, no polarity, sense of separation or
limitation on the fifth dimension.
The Sixth Dimension
The sixth dimension is the realm of geometry and is the
language of life and light, from which all things
manifest. Sacred geometry is the study of form and
structure. Sixth dimensional consciousness is the place of
the morphogenic field. The morphogenic field is a field of
information that holds memory and pattern in form. It is the
dimension that you go to, to time travel and jump between
parallel lives. The sixth dimension is a beautiful and intricate
pattern of the universe. It is like a magic carpet that can take
you to other places in t he universe. Many Extra-terrestrial beings use this field of
many portals to insert their consciousness into other realms and dimensions. This
is how beings impart their energy into the dimensions of earth reality.

The Seventh Dimension
As we enter the higher dimensions beyond the sixth, we lose
shape and form. The dimensions become more abstract and
less easily described in human language. The seventh
dimension is the realm of cosmic sound – not the vibratory
patterns that we hear in the physical dimension, but the
harmonics of creation. Seventh dimensional consciousness
is the place of the group consciousness the “We”. When you
are experiencing any synergy between people it is the
activation of the soul group that makes this possible. Many
beings of light group together on this level to interact with the levels below. Many
Extra-terrestrial beings are not singular in consciousness like humans but are a
group or we consciousness. The Zeta are beings who have n o concept of separation
or individuality. Many angelic beings such as the higher principles group together
on this level as one being in their interaction and communication with the lower
levels. This is the dimension you go to, to communicate with your soul family. You
can travel back to your original home planet through the energy of the soul group.
The Eighth Dimension
The eighth dimension is the realm of the Divine Mind, or at
least the aspect of the Divine Mind th at manifests our galaxy.
Some describe this as the divine light, but it’s not simply
light; it is the consciousness of creation. Eighth dimensional
consciousness is the place of eternity. This is when the soul
has expanded beyond anything tangible and defi nable. It is
part of the manifest universe; it is this universe. On this
level you get the perception of eternity and the infinite
nature of soul and its creation. The figure eight symbolizes
this as the serpent eating its own tail. It is a complete cycle, never beginning,
never ending. You can access many universal beings on this level and the mighty
arch angels. Giant cosmic serpents travel through this dimension holding the
universe it is never ending cycles, it’s never ending story. This is the place wh ich
fuels the kundalini energy that is curled up at the base of the spine. Once this
energy is activated it ascends the soul up to the eighth dimensional level.
The Ninth Dimension
The ninth dimension is the galactic center, metaphysically
described as a black hole that acts as the gravitational
linchpin of our system. From a multidimensional view, the
heart of the milky way is a gateway, an interface and
transformational point, into the next realm, which some
describe as a new universe. Ninth dimensional consciousness
is the death portal, not that of the physical body but of the
soul. The soul passes through this portal on its way into the
manifest dimensions of light. All lower dimensions are
variations of manifest dense-ifying light. Once through the portal the soul manifest

in its first individualized form, it is birthed. Though it is of a very high vibration,
it is physically manifest. Once the soul passes through the portal on its return to
the source, it ceases to be manifest but merges back into the pure energy of the
universe. From the Universal Creator, Great Central Sun, we project ourselves
through all these dimensions, this idea is then received by the Crystal-Core of
Mother Earth and now the Holographic Projection of our multidimensional being
can start. When we’ve access to this consciousness we can adjust our reality to the
higher idea of who We Are.
The Tenth Dimension
The tenth dimension is the vertical axis that aligns the
previous nine dimensions. It is the shaman’s world tree, the
Qabalistic Tree of Life, and the spire running through the
dimensions. When a person’s consciousness is simultaneously
aware in all nine dimensions equally, it is in the tenth
dimension. We use the tenth-dimensional axis all the time, to
ascend and descend the vertical axis of reality, but the mastery
of the entire axis gives us access to the tenth dimensionalconsciousness. Tenth dimensional consciousness is the place
of planetary /sphere consciousness. This is where you can become aware of all the
planets that make up you as a consciousness. There is a planet in the universe
which is you on this high level. The universe is made up of sound, ripples of tones,
they merge as one to create spheres of energy and sound. On this tenth dimensional
level it is possible to communicate with creation itself through sound and vibration
of pure energy.
The Eleventh Dimension
Eleventh dimensional consciousness is the connection with
the great central sun, the Universal Creator, on this level
you are a ray of light that is being projected from the source
to animate the dimensions below. The Elohim and Twin
flames are on these levels. Angels are the holders of all the
dimensions and are present on every level. The Elohim are
the higher selves of these angelic beings. The eleventh
dimension is the all-encompassing energy field that
manifests and contains all previous dimensions, one through
ten. This is the first realm of universal consciousness. Prime Creator manifests
the “material” to create Universes. We call this material the Eleventh Dimension
as 1 plus 1 are combined, creating two distinct energies in fusion. They are exactly
equal yet different, a partnership of the Sacred Geometry of 2 Star systems. We
can view a Dimension as an entity, attributing being -like qualities to them to help
us have some concept of how they function. One of these entities is pure yin in
nature-the Great Yin and the other is pure yang -the Great Yang. The Great Yin
exists everywhere and always-as does the Great Yang.

The Twelfth Dimension

The twelfth dimension is the Great Central Sun of our
universe, the source from which all the galaxies in our
universe emanate and around which the all revolve. It is the
source of universal consciousness, and a higher aspect of the
Divine Mind and Creator. It is the Universal Logos, the
universal creative source. It is not possible to envision the
Twelfth Dimension. Numerologically, the number twelve is 1
and 2 joined. It represents the fusion of Unity and Duality.
In Spiritual terms it is the All That Is with the focus to
individualize. In the Galactic worlds it is the merging of all existing real ities.
The Thirteenth Dimension
The thirteenth dimension is the Source, the
Universal Creator – God. Once ascension is
complete, we are one with Source again. It is the
gateway to the universes beyond our own
universe.
This
is
the
level
of
cosmic
consciousness, the cosmic logos, and the source
of all the other universes in the mul tiverse. It is
through the thirteenth dimension that we are
able to access other universes. Many see the
thirteenth dimension as a new universe that humanity is ascending to, as mastery
of the thirteenth dimension allows you to travel between universes. It is the
Cosmic Womb as the Spirit Mind begins its descent through the 12 Planes of
Density with the intent of becoming “individualized” as its experiential
assignment.
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